Extension office. Those of you who live in the Phoenix area can appreciate not having
Summit. Another workshop on Food Safety and the Food Safety Modernization Act
Cotton production meeting, and Dr. Ayman Mostafa presented at the SouthWest
program continued reaching out to the agricultural community. There was a 2021
recognizing outstanding youth and adults in our 4-H Youth Development program. Many
Directors Cut
videos were an effective alternative in distributing the results of these trials to
stakeholders.

happened in 2020 are here to stay. I look forward to tackling these changes and adapt
Community, growers, and agriculture professionals showed tremendous support to the


dairy, nuts,

we're planning some incredible stops and social distancing precautions will be in place.

Join us in person Monday, June 14 in Yavapai County and then Wednesday, June 16 in
HYBRID format - two days in-person and two days virtual.

have been no opportunities in our state for these kids to show off their projects. Dairy
Thirteen youth from across the state came to Buckeye to exhibit their dairy cattle. With

PSEP Creates an On-line Practice Testing Tool

The final week's theme is Consult a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist (RDN). This topic
focuses on tips on how to find a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist for personal dietary

trying new flavors and foods with family.

The first week's theme is Eat a Variety of Nutritious Foods Every Day. This includes
being mindful and without distraction.

March is National Nutrition Month® across America, and it is an annual campaign
about their score, the questions they missed, and the correct answers. The email also
Top of the test so users can practice pacing themselves as they progress through the
certifications in Arizona. It is a 90-minute timed test, consisting of 90 multiple-choice
questions, publications, and advice are then shared with the attendees.

attendees, help with muting and turning off video, and typing in resources. One or two
several public attendees. Room Monitor volunteers keep track of the chat, call on
Using Zoom breakout rooms, a team of volunteers with different roles are assigned to
panel of Master Gardeners. The AAMG sessions are offered as hour or longer sessions
public is invited to bring their home horticulture questions to a Live Q&A session with a
launched. Once a week, the

AAMG Online has been a very successful program, with around 2300 unique attendees,
and that was helpful to solve the problem. Over 12 timely presentations to disseminate
attendees. Presenters of the two workshops came from different universities and

Extension events to Zoom online format starting March 2020. Over 1500 persons

After the University guidelines halted in-person activities, the Program switched major
pandemic, switching Program deliveries to virtual format, the near-close-down of

Maricopa County Cooperative Extension office, and all the precautionary measures to

Individual visits, and Zoom. Many clientele sent photos or videos of the issues they had,
continued to communicate with clientele through the weekly newsletter, phone calls,

leadership, we found ways to continue education and outreach in 2020.

To continue receiving our emails, add us to your address book.
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